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QUADRANT GAMES
Group size:  2-20
Mark a cross on the floor so you create 4 quadrants.  These could represent 
various combinations of things, one example might be:

  Things we have done well / Things have haven’t done well / Areas 
where we feel well skilled / Areas where we lack the skills needed

DESiGN AN EvENT
Group size: any
If you have a big event or project coming up, say an Unleashing, you can 
use the cards to set out how you might design it, which different elements 
of your work you might bring into it.  

CElEbRATioN!
Group size: any.
Celebrating what we have done, our achievements and our future plans 
is something we often fail to do, but it is very important to do this on a 
regular basis, and to realise just how much the group has done.  Deal out 
the cards, and then take it in turns going round.  When it’s your go, turn 
over your card and you then have 20 seconds to effusively celebrate your 
initiative’s achievements in that area, at the end of which a big round of 
applause is due.  Continue until the whole group is in danger of becoming 
smug and complacent, and then do something else. 

WE NEED yoUR GAMES Too...
These are just a few games we have come up with, we’d love you to play 
with them, experiment, be creative, and to develop your own games.  
Let us know what you come up with, and we’ll include all the good ones 
in with the proper deck of cards we’ll be producing soon.  
Send your suggestions for new games, or feedback on these ones, to 
info@transitionnetwork.org. 
Thanks!  

THE TRANSiTioN iNGREDiENTS 
CARD GAME (bETA) 


Thank you for getting your hands on these cards.  like all the best things 
in life, Transition included, this is an experiment, one that you have nobly 
decided to support and help to deepen.  What we are presenting here 
are some ideas, some initial games, but we really encourage you to play 
with them, develop your own, and to tell us about them so we can really 
deepen their usefulness.  

SoME iNiTiAl GAMES FoR GETTiNG To KNoW THE iNGREDiENTS AND ToolS

“THE MiNGlE”
Group size:  ideally above 20. 
Deal out the cards among the group.  Invite people to walk around the 
room, introduce themselves to someone, and hold up their cards so the 
person can see the front, and to say “Did you know?” and then read the 
text off the back of the card.  When both people have done this to then 
move on to find another person.  Stress that the aim is not to have a long 
chat with one person, but to hear from as many people in the room as 
possible.  This offers a great way of immersing people in the cards.  

“WEll yES bUT”
Group size: 4-6.
This is a game that invites silliness, creativity and storytelling.  Decide upon 
a particular project your Transition group is thinking to do in the near 
future.  The cards are shuffled and laid on the table.  Players take it in 
terms to tell the story of the project, alternatively in good news and bad 
news.  For example, the project might be a community garden project.  
The first player might pick “Awareness Raising” and start by telling a story 
about how you ran an amazing series of talks that really fired people up.  
The second person might pick “Financing your initiative” and talk about 
how all funding that had been hoped for disappeared and the group 
actually ended up in debt.  The third person then has to, depending on 
what card they choose, continue the story on a positive note, and so on.  
Continue until it all just gets too silly.  
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MoRE iN-DEPTH GAMES

TEll THE SToRy oF yoUR iNiTiATivE
Group size: between 5 and 15.  
Deal the cards out equally between the group.  Then either one person 
or the whole group start telling the story of the initiative, from the coming 
together of the first people, through to the present day.  When people 
feel they have a card which is relevant, they propose it goes into the story, 
and the story of the initiative starts to be laid out from left to right in a line.  

When you have completed this and are happy that the sequence of 
ingredients and tools is a good representation of your journey so far, there 
are several useful things you can then do.

  Discuss the cards you have left that you didn’t play.  Why didn’t your 
group do these things?  How might things have been different if you 
had?  What do the cards you are still holding tell you about the current 
state of affairs with your group? 

  Move cards upwards if they are things you feel your group did well, 
and downwards if they feel like areas you struggled with or didn’t do 
very well.  Positioning each card will require some conversation and 
may lead to some useful and in depth reflection. 

  Which cards are yet to play which you see as future developments?  
Add cards to the end of your story that tell the story of the next two 
years. 


